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The ROSE CEREMONY
At a special assembly on the first day of school, our precious Class
Ones were introduced to the school and welcomed by students and
teachers.
The young children were gently led by a Class Seven child to the
front of the hall where they were presented with a single rose. This
reverent ceremony marks the young child’s first step into the realm
of academics and acknowledges their readiness
to learn. The Class Seven’s as the seniors in the
school become friends and examples to the
younger children. The Class One teacher, Wilmie
Monk, told an engaging story and assembly
closed with the New Year song.
The Rose Ceremony tradition started at the first
Waldorf School over 100 years ago and across
the world young children eager to learn are
welcomed by their school in the same way.
We wish the Grade Ones a creative journey of
discovery at Raphaeli Waldorf School.
Painting by Jennifer Bundy

CLASS ONE
The doors to the academic world at Waldorf Schools are opened through the magic of Fairy tales. All
writing, whether of numbers or words starts with the basics of a straight or curved line. Wilmie’s Grade
Ones are likely to remember Rapunzel’s hair as the image for a straight line forever! Stories, blackboard
drawings and form drawing are all part of the rich world of imagery that contributes to creative learning.

Straight and curved lines,
building blocks for writing

Form Drawing
A precursor to neat handwriting

One, I am unique in the World.
Starting to count.

Discovering magic in nature.

Garden Circle with Kindergarten
Gilan and Maria have the joyous opportunity to teach the
Kindergarten children about gardening. On Thursdays the
children are welcome to bring seedlings, cuttings, seeds and
gardening tools from home for Garden Circle.
The children take care of existing plants by watering, weeding
or transplanting struggling plants and they’re excited to be
planting and nurturing the new herb and vegetable garden.
They’ll be able to enjoy the ‘fruits of their labour’ in the
delicious soup that is made for the Kindergarten lunch.
The class is also harvesting seeds from their daily ‘Fruit
Share’. They are carefully germinating them and watching
the wonder of nature unfold.
A rainwater tank will not only will help divert water away
from buildings where it can cause damage, but will provide
an independent water supply for the Kindergarten garden
and teach the children about harvesting rainwater for drinking and gardening.

Birthday Celebration in Kindergarten

Shaping Creation - In The Very Beginning
One way of considering all our evolutions – those of ourselves, our
children and the world we call ours – is imagining a gradual process
of getting harder, denser, contracted, less dispersed, more clearly
formed, more complex. We can think of how a baby begins embryonic
life as a simple, supremely soft cell. We can think of how that Being
becomes a form we can recognize as human. We can sense how the
bones of a born baby and developing child steadily harden. They can
still have a ‘green’ fracture whereby the broken bone mends quite
easily. The bones of adults grow harder and less flexible. Adult bones
take much more time to heal.

The Class Threes have been on a
journey of many imaginings:
imagining a world hugely spread out,
with no recognizable anything, just
warmth. We had great fun fetching
a vast, old, heavy, velvet stage
curtain, draping it over our tables
and chairs and huddling underneath.
Warm darkness indeed!
But bones got bumped that way.
Imagine being so soft and spread out
that you could never feel a bump...
And then – you suddenly become
aware of something new – light! (The
curtain is lifted a fraction and a lit
candle shines in). From all-the-sameness to difference – separating
out – day and night, the rhythm of
time - an age old theme.
The Children use beeswax (you can
smell the honey) in lustrous blue, red
and yellow to shape their picture of
warm dark beginnings and then light.
- Yvette Worrall Class 3 Teacher

The First Term FestivaL - 24 to 27 March 2020
The teachers are planning the Michaelmas/Autumn Festival for the last week of the term.
A range of activities is being discussed – group challenges that need co-operation for
success – and an element of courage; crafts that deal with the Dragons we have to tame
such as making, baking and eating bread dragons, constructing a dragon kite, and sharing a
harvest meal.
The children work towards the festivals throughout the term. They sing festival songs,
their school work, stories and crafts are interwoven with the meaning of the festival. As
part of the school community they experience great excitement in the build up to these
seasonal events. Please support your child and his/her community, ensuring they are at
school for the last week.
When a child misses out
on the festival – it’s like
preparing the cake, smelling it baking but never
getting to eat it; listening
to a story and leaving
before you find out how
it ends; or rehearsing a
play but never getting to
perform it for an audience.
More information in the
next newsletter...

RAPHAELI PICNIC
All families of the Raphaeli community are
invited to celebrate Autumn at our Picnic
ON THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL
Starting from 1 PM
Bring a picnic blanket and your own snacks
or food to share
The children will be singing for us.

THE GREEK OLYMPICS
Class six will be attending the annual Waldorf
Greek Olympics held at Stellenbosch Waldorf
School over the weekend of 28 & 29 February.
We wish them Good Luck and look forward to
hearing about the triumphs and challenges.

BAKE SALES
February

Friday 21st - Class 4
Friday 28th - Class 5

March

Friday 6th - Class 6
Friday 13th - Class7
Friday 20th - Staff

HATS HATS HATS

Please remember that ALL
children must wear a
wide brimmed hat when
outdoors at school.

Pop into the shop for treats & bargains

Every
Friday
from
1 o’ clock

New traders welcome!
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